QSync™: Time & Synchronization as a Service (TSaaS)
Company
Highlights
• Innovative approach to time
synchronization as a service
• Deep knowledge of 5G networks
with key strategic partnerships
• All standard industry profiles
supported
• Comprehensive end-to-end timing
solution for multiple applications
• Unlocks value in edge computing
& real time applications
• Solutions fit all open RAN (ORAN)
5G architectures

Unique technology portfolio
• Four issued patents covering
critical time synchronization areas
•

Portable modular standards
compliant implementations

•
•

Rapidly deployable solutions
Monitoring & service assurance
metrics technology

•

Precision wireless time
distribution (WiFi & unlicensed
ISM band)

•

Ensembling algorithms for
integrating the best timing signals

•

Time and real-time data fusion
platform (QFuze™)

Precise time is essential and becoming mission critical for many emerging and existing
applications and market segments. They include: 5G networks, power smart grid
infrastructure, financial trades & transactions, real time sensor / data fusion, industry 4.0 and
smart transport applications. This opportunity is growing rapidly. Data centers, cloud based
service providers (including bare metal services) will become key delivery points for precise
time services. Qulsar offers a comprehensive, end-to-end solution to enable data centers and
cloud providers to offer precise time & synchronization services to their end customers.

Data centers

Smart transportation

Smart factories

Applications driving precision time sync

The Problem
The typical way to deploy a timing solution today is to use a time server to derive precision
time sync from GPS / GNSS signals, and use packet based protocols to distribute it to the endpoint systems across a wired network. This approach has remained unchanged over the last
few decades, with some minor innovations.
This approach creates some pain points for the industry:
•
•
•
•

Performance at the customer’s end-point cannot be assured, estimated or monitored
Installations & wiring requirements complex, capital intensive and not scalable
Time servers require specialized knowledge to install, operate and maintain
Increasing vulnerability from jamming devices cause concern for mission critical operations

Solution
Qulsar’s end-to-end solution is a fully customizable comprehensive timing solution that enables
data center customers to obtain a high precision, tiered, fault tolerant, flexible time as a
service. This end-to-end solution can be applied to multiple applications needing time and
sync, including smart grid (power), smart factory, smart transport, financial (and trading) and
5G infrastructure. The differentiated QSync TSaaS platform enables micro-services to be
layered on top of the existing capabilities and would offer additional value added services (such
as digital contextual notary & real time data fusion). Such a modular, tiered, scalable platform
is increasingly required in the rapidly evolving market segments that need precise timing.
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TSaaS Operation
Qulsar's approach offers a rapid turn-on service:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Datacenter deploys a Qulsar end to end time service
Customer configures their QSync™ TSaaS requirements on the configurator portal
Customer installs a “client” timing application on systems (devices) that require precise
synchronized time in their organization / network
Time synchronization is delivered to the target systems
The target system stays precisely time synchronized through QSync TSaaS
Customers monitor their TSaaS 24/7/365 through a cloud based dashboard
Customers are notified if any alerts or alarms need special attention
Customers add additional systems or services or change the precision needed

Redundant
GNSS + other
satnav sources

Precision clock
ensemble
derivation

Cloud based
monitoring

PTP / NTP
grandmaster /
time server

Data center
customer
equipment
Customer “client
app [optional]

Team: Seasoned team of
technologists and engineers,
experts in networking and precise
timing solutions. World renowned
expertise with industry-wide
recognition and profile.
Existing Products & Solutions:
Qg 2 edge GM & gateway
Quki: Wireless sync distribution
(ISM-band & WiFi)
QulStamp™: Context based digital
notary system
QFuze™: sensor fusion platform

Service
Tier

+ Micro-services

NTP 10 ms

GPS jam resilience /
legal traceability

NTP 1 ms

+ failover operation /
service assurance

Quki™
WiFi sync

+ real time data service

PTP 100 μs

+ precise timestamping; data fusion

PTP 10 μs

End-point performance
assurance; monitoring

PRTC/TGM
services
(<1 μs)

service assurance
continuous monitoring
for 5G

Delivery modes:
§ From QSync Cloud Cluster (simplest)
§ From Cloud Cluster, using an on-premise boundary clock (plug-in NIC)
§ From dedicated local edge GM with Qsync Cloud Cluster back up
PTP / NTP GMs and monitoring software can be accessed by the customer’s systems from a
cloud based platform. The customer may elect to supplement this with an on-site boundary
clock NIC or even a local (edge) GM device.
In addition to this high precision time synchronization platform, some unique innovative
microservices are offered as options (verifiable traceability logs, digital notary and sensor data
fusion are some examples).
Conclusion
The world’s systems are becoming deeply interconnected, and timing is becoming a mission
critical requirement for efficient operations, process control and automation of industrial
operations and systems. The QSync TSaaS is a simple, rapidly deployable and scalable way to
power up the data center’s (or cloud service provider’s) infrastructure with industry leading
technology and extend its reach to add value to the end customer’s evolving computing needs
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